Pratt Museum Special Exhibits Gallery - 900ft² (1/8" = 1')

Dimensions:
- 8' 6"
- 17' 6"
- 58' 4"
- 30' 10"
- 18' 11"
- 27' 6"
- 10' 7"
- 14' 0"
- 12' 9"
Pratt Museum Art Gallery - 600ft2

(1/8" = 1')

NE Corner detail (note ductwork along north wall)

Southern wall detail (partial height)
We invite you to explore these trails year round for wildlife and art viewing, or to enjoy a quiet stroll.

Please note:

- Non-motorized vehicles only
- Control and pick up after pets
- Moose and bear have been sighted in these woods